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Abstract. Starting from NP-complete problems defined by questions of the kind ‘max. . .a m?’ 
and ‘min . . . s m ?’ we consider problems defined by rnr -e complicated questions about these 
maxima and minima, as for example ‘max . . . = m ?. ‘min . . . E M ?’ and ‘is max . . . odd?‘. This 
continues a work started by Papadimitriou and Yannakakis (1982). It is shown that these and 
other problems are complete in certain subclasses of the Boolean closure of NP and other classes 
in the interesting area below the class A$ of the polynomiaI-time hierarchy. Special methods are 
developed to prove such completeness results. For this it is necessary to establish some properties 
of the classes in question which might be interesting in their own right. 
1. Introduction 
Many of the -complete problems investigated so far (see [3]) are defined 
using the maximum or minimum relation in the following way. Let 2 be a finite 
alphabet, let the property PA : Z* x Z* + (0, 1) and the valuation function PA: C* x 
C* + N be polynomial-ti e computable functions, and let 
I’(~)={~~(w,v):v~Z*,~v~~~w~ and PA(w,v)=l}. 
Then the optimum problems 
A={(w, m): wd*, mdW and max &,(w)arn}, 
A={(w, m): w&C*, m&J and min I*(w)sm} 
are obviously in 
complete. As exa 
any problems define in this way are 
CLIQUE = {( 6. m) : C graph, m E N and max 
MAX SAT ASG = {( oolean formula, 
TRAVELING SALESMAN = { ( istance function, 
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IcL( G) = {card C : C is a clique in G}, 
I,,,(H)= i ai.2i:ao,...,a,E{0,1} and (aO,...,an)=I 
i=O 
I&d)= i d(v(i),rr(i+l)):Ir permutationof (1,2,...,n) 
i-l 
(let v( n + 1) = V( 1)). 
Indeed, the question ‘max IA(w) 3 m? and ‘min IA(w) s ,w?’ are the simplest 
questions which can be asked about max IA(w) and min IA(w). In the present paper 
we investigate the complexities of combinatorial problems based on more compli- 
cated questions about opt IA(w) (here and in what follows “opt” stands for “max” 
or “min”) as for example ‘opt IA(w) = m?, ‘opt I’( W)E {a,, . . . , a,)?’ and ‘is 
opt I’(w) odd?. For a given optimum problem A, we define 
Ak={(w9a, ,... 9ak):wE.E*,al ,..., a&il and optI,(w)E{a, ,..., ak}}, kal, 
A+={(w,a, ,..., ak): wd*, k,a ,,..., a&tJ and opt IA(w)e{al,. .., ak}}, 
Ai= { (w,al ,..., ak,bl ,..., bk):wd*,al ,..., ak,bl ,..., b&Yand 
opt IA(W) E 6 [ai, bi] 
i= 1 1 
, k=d, 
A:= &a, ,..., ak,bl ,..., bk):wd*,Sa, ,..., ak,bl ,..., b&Wand 
opt L(W) E 6 lai9 bil 9 
i=n 
A odd = {w: WEC* and max I,.,(w) is odd}. 
In [B4] it was proved that the problem CLIQUEY is complete in DP = NPA coNP 
lang B:AEMand BEN}, 
and }). To generalize this 
result to CLIQUE& for arbitrary k 3 1 and to establish the completeness results for 
the other problems we need 
of all sets reducible to an set by polynomial-time Boolean 
formula reducibility (a restriction of the polynomial-time truth-table reducibility 
p of all sets reducible to an set by polynomial-time Turing 
reducibility. 
eteness results we need some results 
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It turns out that there are three categories of 
which differ in the complexities of the deriva 
A &&The problems CLPQUE,MM SATAS~~ and TRAVELING SALESMAN arerepresen- 
tants of the ree categories (see Table 2 in Section 9). Such a different behavior 
of diff erent complete optimum problems can be explained by different properties 
of the valuation functions. 
The completeness results summarized in Table 2 show that the present paper 
meets with a growing recent i erest in the area between the complexity classes 
’ = AZ. Many natural Gomplete problems have been exhibited in [2, 13, 
14,193. The Boolean N -hierarchy, which consists of the classes 
k 2 1, has been introduced and investigated independently in [ 1,7,17]. 
sets for the classes of the Boolean hierarchy have been exhibited in 
the complete sets for these classes investigated in the present paper are much more 
natural. Finally, let us mention that our result on the AZ-completeness of the problem 
of whether the optimal tour length for a traveling-salesman i stance is odd is close 
to a result in [12]. 
2. The Boolean closure of N 
(NP) be the class of all sets which can be accepted by deterministic 
(nondeterministic) polynomial-time bounded Turing machines. 
The Boolean closure of NP (for short ) is the smallest class containing 
NP and being closed under union, inter d complementation. Starting from 
NP one can construct new subclasses o ) using the operations A, v and co. 
For classes A and of sets we define 
Ail ={AnB:kA and BE 
Av ={Au B:AEA and BE 
coA={ii:A~A}. 
The Boolean NP -hierarchy is the smallest family of classes containing as an 
element and being closed under the operations A, v and co. It is obvious that 
) = {A : A belongs to some class of the Boolean -hierarchy}. 
From the many classes of the Boolean -hierarchy we separate the classes 
and rp for k 3 1 defined by 
i=l j I 1 
k 
2Nkp = V( AC ) 9 
i=l 
e class 
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2.1 (Wagner [ lg]). Let k 
rarchy coincides with one of the classes 
Thus the Boolean -hierarchy has the s straxture as the polynomial-time 
hierarchy (see [ 16)). owever, the Boolean hierarchy is included in the class 
A$ of the polynomial-time hierarchy (see Fig. 1 at the end of Section 3). As the 
classes of the polynomial-time hierarchy, the classes of the Boolean N 
are closed under polynomial-time many-one reducibility. 
Independently, in [7], two hierarchies are introduced and investigated which start 
with NP and which have X(NP) as the union of all classes. The di$erence hierarchy 
coincides with the sequence yp, c?‘, DYP, c,“‘, DYP, . . . . The truth-table hierarchy 
is a sequence of classes whose kth level includes CFpu 0:” and is included in 
For an updated and improved version of this paper see [8]. Also 
independently, in [I], a hierarchy is introduced and investigated which coincides 
also with the sequence Dy’, Cy’, OF’, C,“‘, IIF’, . . . . 
The following theorem gives a simplified representation of the sets in the several 
classes of the Boolean NP-hierarchy. This theorem can be understood as the 
quantitative version of a theorem by Hausdorfl (see [S]) stating, for every class K 
which is closed under union and intersection, that every set from the Boolean closure 
can be presented in the form uF=, (Azi-1 nz) such that A,, A*, . . . , Azk E K 
and A,zA,r>e l l 2 Azk (‘Hausdoti set differences’). 
Theorem 2.2 (Wagner and Wechsung [ 171). Let k 2 1. 
(1) A set A is in CyE, if and only if there exist sets A,, AZ, . . . , A2k_1 E NP such 
that Al 2 A2 2 l l l 2 Azk-1 and A = A,u Urz: (Azi n Azi+l). 
2Nkp_* if and only if there exist sets A,, AZ,. . . , A2k_1 E NP such 
l l 2 Azk-, and A = UFI: (Azi-1 nx) n Azk-, . 
(3) A set A is in Cy’ if and only if there exist A,, AZ,. . . , AZlk E NP such that 
A,sA,x l 8 2 AZk and A=IJF=, (Azi-1 nA,,). 
(4) A set A is in yf’ if and only if there exist sets A,, AZ, . . . , AZk E NP such 
that A,zA,z* 
l l 2 Azk and A =K~lJfl: (Azi n Azi+l)u AZ,. 
in this section we consider the closure of with respect o some deterministic 
omial-time reducibilities. 
e polynomial- ti e many-one reducibility is denoted by s $.,. Obviously, is 
closed under G$. 
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The closure of he polynomial-tim ring reducibility S+ is 
denoted by NP, or equivalently, b . In other words, is the class of all sets 
which can be accepted by a polynomial-time Turing machine with an oracle from 
The notion of polynomial-time truth-table reducibility was originally defined in 
[IO]. From several equivalent definitions given there: we choose the following. Let 
CA be the characteristic function of A. Define A SE iff there exists a polynomial- 
time computable function f such that c,&) = hN( cB(yl), . . . , c~(Y~)), where f(x) = 
(NY,,-- , yk), N is a natural encoding of a Boolean with A, v and 1 gates, 
and hN is the Boolean function realized by this circuit. ’ we denote the closure 
with respect to <pt. It has been sho [IO] that S[ is properly nger 
t; however, we do not know whethe is properly included in 
Using in the above definition for S[ Boolean formulas in A, v and 7 instead 
of Boolean circuits we obtain the polynomial-time Boolean formula reducibility s$. 
By PrT we denote the closure of NP with respect o s$. It is obvious that 
but it is not known whether this inclusion is strict. For a discussion of this problem 
see [9]. 
As a special case of the polynomial-time Boolean formula reducibility we define 
the polynomial-time Hausdorflreducibility by: A s {d B iff there exists a polynomiaj _ 
time computable function f such that 
CA(x) = (cldx~) A 1cEb)) v l l 9 v (cB(xz~--~) A TAXZ~) and 
where f(x) = (x,, x2, . . . . p x~~). Note that k depends on x. By /’ we denote the 
closure of NP with respect o s:d. We do not know whether SE, and sKd generally 
coincide. However, we are able to prove P&‘= PrF. 
To do so we need ilIe following lemma. Let N be a Boolean circuit with input 
nodesz,,..., z,; let b be a node of N, and let a,, . . . , a, E (0, I), By Nb(al, . . . , a, j 
we denote the value of N at node b when a,, . . . , a, are given as input to the input 
nodes zl,...,z,. 
Lemma 3.1. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm computing, for every Boolean 
formula H with operations II, v and -I, a Boolean circuit N with I\, v, 0 and 1 nodes, 
an s 3 1 and nodes b,, . . . . b2sofNsuchthat,foralla, ,..., a,E(O,I), 
(1) Hh..=,a,)= i (Mqi_,(a~,...,a,)AIN~i(a~,...,a,)); 
i=l 
0 N&z,, . . . , a,) 2 Nbi+,(a, 9 l l . 9 ad foralli=I,...,2S-1; 
roof. Let H be a Boolean formula with the variables zl, . . . , z,. We lvductively 
construct, for all subformulas of Boolean circuits with the pro~?%~ of the 
lemma. Actually, we construct on1 ne Boolean circuit which is enW@ in every 
step of the induction. This oolean circuit has the in ut nodes Zl 9 l - l 9 %‘: an 
further nodes e. and e, of indegree zero which are labeled with 0 and I re - pectively. 
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For the atomic subformulas of H, the variables zi, we have 
ai=N,,(a, ,..., a,)hlN%(al,..., a,) and 
N,,(a, 9 . . .g a,)aO= N%(al,. . . , a,). 
Let fi(.z, o . . . , z,), and let b,, . . . , bzs be nodes of such that 
‘(a ,, . . . ) a,) = C (Nbi_,(al, . . l , a,) A lNbi(al, l l l , a,)), 
i=l 
&,(a l,~~*,Qr)~N~i+~(Q1,~*, a,) for all i=1,...,2s-1. 
Consequently, 
H(a ,,...,a,)=(N,,(al,...,a,)hlNb,(al,.-.,a,)) 
s-l 
V V (Nbi(Q* 9 l l l Y 4) A l Nb,,+l(al 3 l l l 9 a,)) 
i= 1 
v WtJa,, . . . 9 a,) A +L+,(al, l l l v a,)) 
N&,r--9, a,)aO= NJa,,. . . , a,). 
Let H(z,, . . ., zJ=(H,(z,, . . . , Z,)A H2(zl,. . . ,z,)) and let b,, . . . , bzs, cl,. . ., czt 
be nodes of N such that 
&(a ,,...,a,)= \j (N~~_~(a19...9a~)A1N~i(a19...,a,)) 
i = 1 
and Nbi(al,. . . , a,)2 N,,+,h l . . 9 a,) 
forall i=1,...,2s-1, 
( Ql, . . . , a,) = i/ W&_,(a,, . . . , a,) AlNzj(al, l . l v a,)) 
i = 1 
and NJ a,, . . . , a,) 2 p~ci+,(aI, . . . 9 a,) 
for allj=1,...,2?-1. 
efining 
= {( ~I,---, (a,,. . . 9 a,) = 11, 
= {( Ql, . . . , ,(a,, . . . , a,) = 11, 
G = {(a,, . . . , a,) : (a,, . . . , a,) = ljy 
= u a,, . . . , a,): N&z9 . . . . a,)-:: 1.i. f?r- iy= 1,. . . ,2s, 
= {( 6, (a,, . . . , a,) z= 1) 5x+= ‘I,. . . ,2t 
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we obtain 
for i=1,...,2s-1, 
i = 1 
C=(J (C2j__,nC2j) and CjZCj-+=l forj=1,...,2+1. 
j=l 
Now we can conclude 
A=BnC 
= U tB2i-1 nxn Czj_1 RC2j) 
i= I,....s 
j= l,....f 
s+t 
k=2 i+j=k m+n=k 
m>i 
= U U (&i-l n C2j_1 d&q) n 0 (Bzi-1 n C-q-1 n Bzm-l) 
k=2 i+j=k m+n=k 
m>i 
n n tB2i-l n c2j-* n C2A 
m+n=k 
mci 
S+t 
= U U tB2i-1 n C2i-1 n (KU Czj-1) n (GU 
k=2 i+j=k 
m+n=k 
mti 
n ,+Q k ( B2i-1 n C2j-1 n (B2m U C2n-1) n (C2nU &m-l)) 
= 
m>i 
B 2i-1 n C2j-4 n n (OKu C2n-1) f7 Gu 
m+n=k 
s+r 
= U(lJ( (( 
k=2 i+,j=k m+n=k 
2i-In Gj-J n CJ (( 
m+n=k 
s+r-1 
= 
u< 2k-1 n ) 2k 9 
&=I 
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where we define, for k=l,..., s+t-1, 
A 2&-l = U (&i-In Czj-1) and 
i+j=k+l 
A2k = 
i+j=k+l 
Obviously, we have AklAk+l for k=1,...,2s+2t-3. 
Now we can easily add some nodes to N including the nodes d,, . . . , d2s+2,_2 
such that, for k=l,..., s+t-;, 
Nd,,_,(al j l l l v aA = V tNb&h, . . l 9 aA A Nc2,-,(Ql, l l l 9 aA, 
i+j=k+l 
NJa,, . ‘. ,a,) = V W%.Ja,, . . . 9 4 A N2,_,h, = . l 9 aA 
i+j=k+l 
Evidently, Ak = {(a,, . . . , a,) : Ndl,( a,, . . . , a,) = 1) and therefore, 
H(a!,..., a,)=1 iff (a,,...,a,)EA 
s+t-1 
iff (a,,..., ar)E u (A2k-1 n&i1 
k=l 
s+r-1 
iff v N&h . . . , a,) A 1%&,, . . . , a,) = 1. 
k=l 
Furthermore, Ak 2 Ak+l implies N&q,. . . , a,) 2 Ndk+,(al, . . . , a,). ’ 
Finally, let H( x1, . . . , x,) = (l&(x,, . . . , XJ A H2(x,, . . . , x,)). By De Morgan’s 
law, this case can be reduced to the cases already treated. 
To see that the size of N is polynomially bounded in the length of H, observe 
that, in each step of the induction, the number s in the lemma is bounded by IHI Cl 
roof. We have to show that, for given sets ,4 and B sue 
there exist a such that A <Id B’. Let A S$ B and ki E . There exists a 
polynomial-time computable function f such that cA( x) = II,., ( cs( xl), . . . , cB( x,)) for 
all XEC* wheref(x)=(H,x ,,..., x,) and N is a Boolean formula with operations 
A, v and -I. By Lemma 3.1, there exists a polynomial-ti e computable function g 
which yields g( . . ..DZs) such that N is a oolean circuit with A, v, 
Oand 1 nodes: bl,..., b2s are nodes of N and, for all aI,. . . , a, E (0, l}, 
e 
an ,(a,, . . l , a,) 2 .) forall i=1,...,2s-1. 
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oolean circuits nly monotonic oolean operations in the 
nodes, the set ’ is in 
iff il (N&i_,(c*(x*), ’ l ’ 9 ‘B(‘F)) A 7 l l l 9 ce(x,))) = 1 
is 1 
iff i/ (CB#( IV, bzi-1, XI,. . . , X,) A 7Cg’(N, bzi, Xl,. . . , X,)) = 1 
i = 1 
We conclude this section with Fig. 1, showing the inclusional relationships between 
the classes mentioned above. Neither of these inciusions is known to be proper. 
Fig. 1. 
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To estimate the complexity of problems of the form Ak, Ai, 
terms of completeness in certain classes, we first have to answer the question to 
which classes these problems can belong. This will be done in this section. 
Let A be an optimum problem defined by the property PA and the valuation 
function PA (which are assumed to be polynomial-time computable). The function 
#SA is said to be polynomially bounded ifE there exists a polynomial p such that 
PAW, 4 s PCM> f or all w, v E 2”. The function PA is said to be polynomial-time 
invertible iff the mapping ( w, k) + (v : v E C* and &( w, v) = k} is polynomial-time 
computable. Note that PA cannot be both polynomially bounded and polynomial- 
time invertible. 
.l, Let A be an cptimum problem (with polynomial-time computable PA and 
PA) and let ka 1. 
(1) AENP. 
(2) Ak E Cyr. IfPA is polynomial-time invertible, then Ak E coNP. 
(3) ALE C:f. 
If PA is polynomial-time invertible, then A+ E coNP. 
If PA is polynomially bounded, then Aodd E E/‘. 
f. ( 1) is obvious. 
(2): For polynomial-time invertible j3 A, this is a special case of (4). For other 
&, this is a special case of (3). 
(3): We restrict ourselves to the case that A is a maximum problem. The minimum 
case is proved analogously. Because of the representation 
( WA,--, ak, b I,-•*, bk) E AL @ i/ (maX IA(w) c [ai bi]) 
i = 1 
w i/ ((w,ai)EA/\(w, b,-l)eAj 
i=l 
and the fact that A E , we can conclude A 
(4 . . PA be polynomial-time invertible. 
g(W,a):~={v:Ivl~lWl,pA(W,V)=Q and &(W,V)=l}; 
f( 
a- 
w, ‘0 
if iO= ax{i:g(w, ai)+ 
19**49 
for all i=l,...,k 
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Since PA is polynomial-time invertible, the functions g and f are polynomial-time 
computable. ecause of the representation 
we have A+ECON 
For arbitrary /3 A, statement (4) is a special case of (5). 
(5) is obvious by the following representation (see the proof of (3 j) 
( WA,-, a/c, b 1,-*-, bk)EA: M i/ ((w,ai)EAA(w,bi-1)~A). i = 1 
(6): It is evident that A odd can be reduced to the problem of computing max IA(w) 
(for maximum problems, and analogously min IA(w) for minimum problems). Thus 
we describe a polynomial-time algorithm which uses A as an oracle and computes 
max IA(w). Since PA is polynomial-time computable, there exists a polynomial F 
such that max IA(w) - 2 ( P(‘w’). First, the oracle is asked for max IA(w) Z- 2p(‘w’? If 
the answer is “no”, the oracle is asked for max IA(w) 2 2p(‘w’)-2, otherwise it is asked 
for max IA(w) 2 2p(‘w”-1 +2p(‘w’)-2. In such a manner the interval for max IA(w) is 
halved in every step. Thus, after p(I WI) steps, the exact value of max IA(w) is 
estimated. 
If PA is polynomially bounded, then there exists a polynomial p such that 
&( w, v) s p(l~1). Because of the representation 
max&&v) is odd * V ((w,~~-~)EAA(w,~~)~zA), 
i=l 
We have Aod& 
Now we know in which classes the problems Ak, A& A+, Al and Aodd can 
expected to be complete. 
Beside the problems CLIQUE, TRAVELING SALESMAN and MAXSATASG already 
defined in Section 1, we consider seven further problems which are defined as follows. 
INDEPENDENT SET = {(G, m) : G graph, m E N and max I&G) 2 m), 
where I,,(G) = {card I : I is an independent set in 6). 
VERTEX COVER = {( 6, m) : G graph, m E N in A,& 6) s m}, 
where Iv& 6) = {card V: V is a vertex cover on G}. 
coLoR={(G,m):G graph, md! an 
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MAX ~-SAT = {(H, m) : H Boolean formula in conjuctive normal form with 
3 literals per clause, m E N and max ISAT( 
where ISAT( H) = { number of clauses of H satisfied by cp: 4p assignment to the 
variables of N}. The well-known problem ~-SAT is a sub-problem of MAX ~-SAT: 
~-SAT = {(H, ptl) : kf Boolean formula in conjunctive normal form with three 
literals per clause, m E N and max Is&H) 3 number of 
clauses of H}. 
SIMPLE DI CIRCUIT = {(G, m) : G digraph, m E N and max Is&G) 3 m}, 
where I,,(G) = {length of C : C is a simple circuit in G}. 
SIMPLE CIRCUIT= {(G, m): G graph, m EN and max I,&G) 2 m}. 
The well-known problem HAMILTONIAN CIRCUIT is a subproblem of SIMPLE 
CIRCUIT: 
HAMILTONIAN CIRCUIT = {G : G graph and 
max I&G) 2 number of vertices of G}. 
nwxsos={(a ,,..., a,, bpc):n,a, ,..., a,, b,cENand 
max L&, ). . . 9 a,, 6) a 4, 
where Isos(aa, . . . , a,, 6) = {x:zI oi. ai : (~1~. . , (Y, E (0, 1) and zy=, ai l ai s 6). The 
well-known problem SOS is a sub-problem of MAX SOS: 
sos={(a, ,..., a,, b):n,a, ,..., a,,, beN and 
max Is& a1, . . . , a,, 6) a 6). 
Now, for the ten specific problems considered in this PaF% let us observe which 
properties their valuation functions have. 
. (1) The valuation function is polynomially bounded for the problems 
CLIQUE, INDEPENDENT SET, VERTEX COVER, COLOR, MAX 3-SAT, SIMPLE DI CIRCUIT 
and SIMPLE CIRCUIT. 
(2) The valuation function is polynomial-time invertible for the problem MAX SAT 
ASG. 
(3) The valuation function is neither polynomially bounded nor polynomial-time 
invertible for the problems TRAVELING SALESMAN and MAX SOS. 
ember that the valuation function cannot be both polynomially bounded and 
le 2 at the end of Section 9). 
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Table 1. 
AkE 
A’kE 
A+E 
AiE 
Aodd E 
2nd category 
CON 
c?: 
coNP 
PNP 
pkfP 
3rd category 
C ;: 
C?f 
PNP 
pkfP 
pkfP 
____________________~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Examples of A CLIQUE MAX SAT ASG TRAVELING SALESMAN 
INDEPENDENT SET MAX SOS 
VERTEX COVER 
COLOR 
MAX S-SAT 
SIMPLE DI CIRCUIT 
SIMPLE CIRCUIT 
____________________~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -_____- 
Properties polynomially polynomial-time neither of them 
of PA bounded invertible 
5. How to prove hardness for Crp, 
A set A is said to be hard for the class C of sets w.r.t. ttle reducibility a if B a A 
for every BE C’. A set is said to be complete in C if, in addition, A E C. If the 
reducibility is not specified explicitly, we mean hardness and completeness w.r.t. s$,. 
Since the classes Cf’, 0:’ and PrF are not defined as complexity classes in the 
usual sense (i.e., by a restricted machine class), it is not immediately clear how one 
can prove hardness results for these classes. In this section we shall give sufficient 
conditions for a set to be hard for the classes CF’, F’ a-id Note that a 
hardness proof by this method corresponds to a master reduction, i.e., a reduction 
of all problems of the class in question to the problem in question (without knowing 
already any complete problem for this class). 
Theorem 5.1. -complete 
computable function f such that 
isodd C) ~(x~,...,x~~-I)EA 
) . . . , x2&+ E C* with c&x,) 2 c&s,) a. l l 2 cD(xzk_,), then A is 
(2) If there exists a polynomial-time computable function f such that 
I{ i:XiE }I is even c) f(x,, . . , x~~__.~) E 
forallx,, . . . , x~~.._~ E C* with cD(x,) 2 cD(x2) 3 l l . 2 q,(~~~.__,), then A is 
(3) If there exists a polynomial-time computable fu ction f such that 
I{ i :xi E c, f(Xi,. l -5 X2k)E 
,for all x1 , . . . , X&d* with cD(XI)a C&X2)3' l l a CD(X&, then . 
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(4) If there exists a polynomial-time computable function f such that 
({i:xiED)l isetlen f) f(xl,...,xZk)EA 
forallx,,..., xz&Ez* with C&C+=CD(X~)~ l l +CD(X2&), then 
roof. Because of coCF’= Fp for all k 2 1, it is sufficient to prove (1) and (3). 
We restrict ourselves to the proof of (3), the proof of (1) is analogous. 
Let B be an arbitrary set from Cyf. By Theorem 2.2(3), there exist sets 
Bl,B2,***, &kENP such that B,z B,z-* l 2B2k and B=UF._, (B2i_ln&). 
Hence, there exist polynomial-time computable functions fi , fi, . . . , f2& such that 
xEBi t, J(x)E D 
for i=l,2,..., 2k and XEC*. From Bi 2 Bi+, we can conclude tldat J+l (x) E D 
implies fi’( x) E D. Consequently, 
WEB ++ I{i:.d(xkD)I is Odd * f(h(x),ft(X),-• ,fik(X))EA- 
Thus, A is Cyf-hard. 0 
.2. Let D be an NP-complete set and let A be an arbitrary set. If there 
exists a polynomial-time computable function f such that 
({i:xiED)l k!S Odd c) f(XI,...,X,,)EA 
for all kal, x~,...,x~&E~* with c~(xI)~cD(x2)~-*Sq,(x~&), then A is 
$‘!‘-hard. 
f. Let B be an arbitrary set from PbNfp. Because of Theorem 3.2, we have B E PFz. 
-hard w.r.t. ~5, it is zz-hard wr.t <Rd. Consequently, B s&, 0, 
and there exist a polynomial-time computable function g such that 
k 
and CD(XI)~CD(x2)2- l +CD(X2&) where g(x)= (x~,x~,...,~~&)- bbte that k 
depends on x. Now we can conclude 
XE B c, l{i:xiE D}l is odd c) f(g(x))EA. 
Following [7,8] we define 
k-4 = {( Xl, l l l 9 &) : I{ i : Xi E D}l is odd}, for k 2 1; 
0-A = I( XI,=.*, &):kal and I{i:XiE 
e set 
Fp for odd k, and it is 
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At first glance, Theorem 5.2 could be interpreted only as the statement hat 
D W-A <pm A implies the rfp-hardness of A. However, Theorem 5.2 is stronger. It 
says that, for the proof of the rfp-hardness of A, it is sufficient o make the reduction 
D OVA GL A only for the tuples (x,, x2,. . . , x2k) with the property c&,) 2 cD(x2) 2 
l em l 2 c&4. This can make the hardness proofs considerably easier. In fact, we 
were not able to prove the -hardness results in Sections 6-8 without having this 
strong result. 
As usual, if we have a problem A which is hard fo ne of the classes 
PbNp or PNp and if we can show for another problem that A ~5 B9 the 
hard for this class. For the special case that A and B are problems of the kind &, 
% 9 A+ 9 A: and Aodd, we shall give sufficient conditions which imply A s: B in 
the following theorem. The proof of this theorem is obvious, 
TheCkiW1 5.4. L&P A &VZd B be MiXi4fSWJ’i; 09” HliJkW.4X2 pcj +ctq a& 12: j-:p.+ I* 
and g, h : C* x N -2 N be polynomial-time computable functions. 
0) ?f [opt L(w) = m-opt IB(f(w))=h(w,m)] for all WEC* and mEN, then 
Ak~~Bkfotallk~l andA+<P,B+. 
(2) 4f [opt t4w E b, ml-opt MftwH E Mw, r, ml, h(w, r, mH1 for all w E z* 
and r, m E N, then Ai S: Bh for all k a 1 and A: S$ B:. 
(3) If [opt IA(w) is oddoopt IB(f(w)) is odd], then Aodd ~5 Bodd. 
6. Problems with a polynomially bounde val~atio~ functio 
In this and the following two sections we shall establish the completeness results 
for the problems Ak, AL, A+, A: and Aodd where A is one of the ten problems 
defined in the preceding sections. In this section we shall deal with problems having 
a polynomially bounded valuation function. A characteristic for the proofs in this 
section is that for every A we need only one reduction to prove the hardness results 
for Ak, A;, A+, A: and Aodd. This can be a master eduction via Theorems 5.1 and 
5.2 or a reduction from another problem for which the corresponding hardness 
results are already known (by Theorem 5.4). 
Naturally, we have to start with a master eductions. Statement (1) of the following 
theorem is a generalization of the result in [ 141 that CLIQUEY is complete in 
T . (1) For k 3 1, CLIQUEY and CLI 
CLIQUE+,CLIQUE: and CLIQLJE,~~ are 
The memberships in the corr 
rove the hardness results let 
-complete, there exists a p 
dy stated in Table I. 
EC* and f(x)=(G,a), 
_ a is odd; 
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u x E D implies max IcL( G) = a; and 
m x e D implies max I& G) = a - 1. 
For two graphs G = ( K E) and G’= ( I) E’) such that Vn V’ = 
G + G’ = ( V v V’, E v E’ u ( V x V)). Note that + is associative. 
max I&G i- G’) = max I&G) + max 
Now, let x1, x2,. . . , x2k E C* such that cD(xI) 2 cD(x2) 3 l . l 2 c&~~). For i = 
192 , . . . ,2k, let f(Xi) = (Gig ai), and let a = (Cft, ai) -2k Since all ai’s are odd, the 
number a is even. Without loss of generality, assume that the vertex sets of 
G,G2,..-, G2k are pairwise disjoint. We conclude 
I{i:xiED}Iisodd f) i/ (X*,...,X2i--1EDhX2i,...,X2kgD) 
i= 1 
k 2k 
-V C maxIcL(Gj)= -2k+2i-1 
i=l j=l 
- maxIcL(G1+G2+~ l l +G2k) 
E{a+1,a+$a+S ,..., a+2k-1) 
f) max ICL(G1+G2+e l l +G2k) is odd. 
By Theorem 5.1(3), we obtain that CLIQU& and CLIQUE; are Cyf-hard, and by 
eorem 5.2, we obtain that CLIQUE+, CLIQUE: and CLIQUEOdd are e:-hard. q 
The above proof (as well as the following two proofs) exhibits the power of 
Theorems 5.1 and 5.2. All constructions of a graph G from ( G1, . . . , G2k, al, . . . , ask) 
that we have tried without having the property that max IcL( Gi+l) 2 ai+l implies 
max I& Gi) 2 ai have led to a G whose size increases exponentially in k Thus, the 
proofs presented here difIer essentially from that made in [ 141 to prove that CLIQUEY 
is complete in p = CFP. 
In the same spirit we now prove similar results for MAX ~-SAT and COLOR. 
. (1 j For k 2 1, MAX 3-SATk and MAX 3-SAT; are CYF-complete. 
(2) MAX 3-SAT+, MAX 3-SAT: and MAX 3’SATodd UW Pr;-COt?+te. 
The memberships in the correspondi lasses are already stated in Table 1. 
To prove the hardness results let D be any -complete set. The master eduction 
made, for example, in [3] to prove the -completeness of 3-sAT (via the unrestricted 
satisfiability problem for ulas) can easily be modified to yield a 
function f such that for every x E C* 
x)) = number of clauses of f(x); and 
er of clauses of f(x)) - 1. 
c&cl) 3 c&2) 2 ’ - ’ 2 c&2k). 
mber of Claus 
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a = (C:t , ai) - 2k Since all ai’s are odd, the number a is even. W.l.o.g., assume that 
oolean formulas , Hzk have pairwise disjoint sets of variables. We 
conclude 
I{ i : Xi E d}l is odd c) 
f) 
By Theorem U(3), we obtain 
I,*--, Hzi-1E3-SATh Hzi, ..a 3 Hzke j-SAT) 
i = 1 
max 1sJ Hj) = 
E(a+l,a+3,a+S ,..., a+2k-1) 
max Is&H, A H2 A l l l A H2k) is odd. 
that MAX 3-sATk and MAX 3-SATi are 
by Theorem 5.2, we obtain that MAX ~-SAT+, MAX ~-SAT: and MAX 3-s~~~~~ are 
Prrp-hard. Cl 
Theorem 6.3. (1) For k 3 1, COLO& and COLOR: are c~fkmp~ete. 
(2) COLOR+,COLOR : and coLo&dd are 
Proof. The memberships in the corresponding classes are already stated in Table 1. 
To prove the hardness results let ~-COLOR be the set of all graphs which are 
colorable by at most three colors. The problem ~-SAT is -complete (see 133) and 
in [a] it is shown that ~-SAT 6 L 3 -COLOR. The latter is done by giving a polynomial- 
time computable function f such that 
- H E ~-SAT implies min ICo( f (H)) = 3, and 
- H e ~-SAT implies min Ico( f (H)) = 4. 
Let HI, H2,..., H2k be given such that c~_~,& H,) 2 l l l 2 Q-S,& &k). We Set Gi = 
f(Hi) for i=l,..., 2k, and we assume that the vertex sets of the graphs 
G,G2Y~, G2k are pairwise disjoint. If we define the addition of graphs as in the 
proof of Theorem 6.1, we obtain 
min Ico( G + 6’) = min I&G) + min I&G’). 
We conclude 
I{i:HiE3-sAT)Iisodd c) G (H~,...,H2i-~E3-SATAH2i,oog , Hz, g j-SAT) 
i = 1 
C min 4,JGj)=3(2i-I)+ 
/ 
=$k-X+1 
++ min JCo(G,+Gz+* 0 l +C2k) 
,6k+3,...,8k- 
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By Theorem 5.1(3) we obtain that COLOR& and COLOR: are Cy,-hard and, by 
Theorem 5.2, we obtain that COLOR+, coLo& and coLo&dd are 
The proof of Theorem 6.3(l) shows that even the problem 
COLORS, = {G : min &( 6) E A&J 
is Cyf-complete, where Mk = (6k + I, 6k + 3, . . . , 8?c - 1) is a fixed set of k: elements. 
Thus, the question arises of how small the numbers in a k-element set M can be 
chosen such that COLORS is still C yt-complete. In particular, is coLoRM still 
y[-complete for M = {3,5,7. . . . ,2k + l}? 
So far the master eductions in this section. For the remaining four problems with 
ially bounded valuation functions, we make reductions of the form 
Ak sP, &, A+ s; B, and Aodd s: &d. It is an interesting fact that, for these 
reductions between problems which are not in NP (unless NP = coNP), we can use 
slight modifications of the reductions made in the literature between the problems 
A and B (which are in N ). Our proofs are based on the reductions made in 13, 
113” We shall not repeat the entire proofs from there, but we shall only say how the 
constructions there are modified to obtain our results. Thus, the reader should have 
access to both books when reading the following proofs. 
The obvious polynomial-time reductions from CLIQUE to the problems INDE- 
PENDENT SE:' and VERTEX COVER (see [33) immediately yield the following 
corollary. 
(1) For kw, INDEPENDENT SET&, INDEPENDENT SET;, VERTEX 
COVER and VERTEX COVER: are C$complete. 
I (2) INDEPENDENT SET+, INDEPENDENT SET+, INDEPENDENT SETodd, VERTEX 
COvER+,vERTEx COVER: and VERTEX covE&dd aw~$%ompk?k 
. (1) For ka 1, SIMPLE DI CIRCUITS and SIMPLE DI CIRCUIT: are 
SIMPLE DI CIRCUIT+, SIMPLE DI CIRCUIT : and SIMPLE DI cIRcuITOdd We 
The memberships in the corresponding classes are already stated in Table 1. 
To prove the hardness results we modify the proof in [ 1 l] for 3- 
SAT G$ HAMILTONIAN PATH by identifying the vertices z.J,+~ and o1 in the digraph 
ooiean formula H (which has n variables and has conjunctive 
normal form -with r’it clauses and three literals per clause). We denote the modified 
digraph by G’. lt is easy to see that we have not only 
E ~-SAT - G’ has a Hamiltonian circuit, 
i.e., 
AT 
S 
ax 8r for all r< 
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Fig. 2. 
To achieve that the odd-number property for the maxima is also preserved, we 
modify the digraph 6’ by replacing all ‘three-lane carriageways’ occurring in G’ by 
the subgraph presented in Fig. 2. The resulting digraph is denoted by G”. We obtain 
max Is,& H) = r c) max Is&G’) = n + 19r. 
Since we can, w.l.o.g., assume that the number n of variables in H is even, we can 
conclude 
max I,,(H) is odd * max I&G”) is odd. 
By Theorems 5.4(l) and 6.2, we obtain that SIMPLE DI CIRCUIT& and SIMPLE DI 
c~Rcurr~ are ey,'- hardandthat SIMPLE DI CIRCUIT+ and SIMPLE DI CIRCUIT: are 
PrT-hard. By Theorems 5.4(s) and 6.2, we obtain that SIMPLE DI cIRcuITOdd is 
PrF-hard. Cl 
Theorem6.6. (l)ForkH, SIMPLECIRCUIT~ and SIMPLECIRCUIT~U-~C~[-~~~~Z&. 
(2) ~IMPLECIRCUIT+,SIMPLECIRCUIT: and ~IMPLECIRCUIT,~~ are 
Proof. The memberships in the corresponding classes are already stated in Table 1. 
To prove the hardness results, we modify the proof in [3] for VERTEX 
COVERdP, HAMILTONIAN CIRCUIT. The graph constructed there for a given graph 
G=(V,E)with V={~,,v~,...,v~}and~E~=mismodifiedasfollows 
(1) Instead of the selector vertices we take the vertices a,, . . . , a,, b,, . . . , 6, 
which are joined with each other and with the cover-testing components as shown 
in Fig. 3 (i = 1,. . . , n and Q~+~ = a,). 
(2) In the cover-testing component for e = {u, v}, each of the vertices (u, e, 2), 
(v, e, 2), (u, e, 5) and (v, e, 5) is replaced by n + 1 new vertices as shown in Fig. 4. 
Thus, this component has 4n + 12 vertices. 
a i bi ai+l 
Fig. 3. 
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n+lvwti w54) n+l vertices 
n+l vertices n+l vertices 
Fig. 4. 
The resulting graph is denoted by G’. We observe: a simple circuit not meeting 
the vertices of a cover-testing component in one of the three configurations shown 
in [3, Fig. 3.51 does not meet at least one block of n + 1 new vertices. Consequently, 
the length of such a circuit is at most (4~2 +12)m +2n - (n + 1). On the other hand, 
there exist a simple circuit of the shorter length (4~ + 12)m -i- n, namely that circuit 
which meets all di, no bi, and which meets the cover-testing components as shown 
in [3, Fig. 3.5(b)]. Thus, a simple circuit of maximum length meets the vertices of 
the cover-testing components as shown in [3, Fig. 3.51. We conclude 
min I,,(G) = r w max I&G’) = (4n + 12)m 3-211 -r. 
By Theorem 5.4(l) and Corollary 6.4, we obtain that SIMPLE CiRCUITI, and SIMPLE 
CIRCUIT: are CNP 2k -hard and that SIMPLE CIRCUIT+ and SI'MPLE CIRCUIT: are 
-hard. By Theorem 5.4(3) and Corollary 6.4, we obtain that SIMPLE cIRcuITodd 
is -hard. Cl 
le vahation functions 
Since, for problems with polynomial-time invertible valuation functions the com- 
plexities of the derived problems & A+ and &d differ from those for the problems 
in Section 6, we have to make master reductions for these cases. 
. (1) Fork2 1, MAX SAT ASGk and MAXSATASG+ are co -complete. 
rk~l,MAxs 
(3) MAXSATASG: is 
) MAXSATAsGodd 
g classes are already stated in Table 1. 
A+ for every optimum problem 
MAXSATASG,. 
AX SATASG1 as 
la that is equivalent to 
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( x0, . . . . x,) v (ix0 A l . l h ix, A ix,+*). Consequently, 
HEhAT f) maxIMSA( 
(2) and (3): We apply Theorems 5.1(3) and 5.2 with D = ~-SAX Let HI,. . . , HZk 
be Boolean formulas in conjunctive normal form with three 1itera.k per clause such 
that &+, E 3 -SAT implies Hi E S-SAT for i = 1,2, . . . ,2k - 1 W.l.o.g., let w = 
Mi(X~ci-1),...,X,i-1) for i= I, 2,..., 2k, i.e., all Hi’s have exactly r variables and 
no variable occurs in Hi and in Hj for i # j. Let (x0, xl, . , . , x*,~+*~ _,) be a Boolean 
formula in conjunctive normal form with three literals per clause which is equivalent 
to 
2k 
A( x2rk-l+i c) fi(+i-I> 3 l l l 3 G-I))* 
i=l 
A maximum satisfying assignment to the variables of H is such a satisfying assign- 
ment which puts X2&-l+i = 1 for as many as ossible i E (1,. . . ,2k}. But Xzrk-l+i = 1 
is possible if and only if Hi E ~-SAT. We conclude 
({i:H&-SAT}Iis odd 
f) t (HI 3 l l l 3 H2i-1 E 30SAT A H2i, l l l 3 Hzk E 3-SAT) 
i = 1 
- G (for the maximum satisfying assignment o H it holds 
i=l 
that x2& = ’ ’ l = X2&+2i-2 = 1 and X2&+2i_l= l l l = X2rk+2k_l = 0) 
k 2rk+2i-2 2rk+2i-2 
c) V max ~sAW)~ c 2’, c 2’ 
i=l j=2rk j=O 1 
c) max IMsA( ff) E (J [22rk+2i-1 - 22rk, 22rk+2i-’ - 11, 
i=l 
(4) (sketch): Let AE deterministic polynomial-time Turing 
machine accepting A wi where the time bound is given by the 
polynomial JI. Further, let ’ be a nondeterministic polynomial-time Turing machine 
accepting B. For an input x E Z*, let Hx( is, fi,, . . . , ~p~lxl~, zl, . . . , zpclxl)!, z) be a 
Boolean formula in conjunctive normal form with three literals per clause whose 
only satisfying assignment describes (as, for example, in the proof of the 
completeness of ~-SAT given in [ 171) the computation o 
_ the set u’ of olean variables describes the ta e contents and states of M:, 
- the set fii of olean variables describes the q rY vi made in the ith steP of 
to the oracle; 
2 = 1 (2 = 0) means “accept” (“reject”). 
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Further, let G,( 5, J, z’) be a Boolean formula in conjunctive normal form with 
three literals per clause whose satisfying assignments describe all (not on!y rbe 
accepting) computations of ’ on inputs of maximum llengt 
- the set 0 of Boolean variables describes the tape content 
- the set jj of Boolean variables describes the tape conten 
- the Boolean variable z’ describes the result of a computation of 
2 = 1 (2 = 0) means “accept” (“reject”). 
Since M' is a nondeterministic machine, there can be several computati 
on a given input ZI. Thus, the result variable zF can have different values for different 
satisfying assignments to G. ?Ve define 
A satisfying assignment o FX describes a computation of M on x where, as the 
answer of the oracle to the query vi, the result of any computation of ~44’ on Vi is 
taken. Thus, it can happen that the result 0 of a rejecting computation is taken as 
an answer, though there also exists an accepting computation of M’ on vi (having 
result 1). Consequently, this satisfying assignment o F, does not describe the correct 
computation of on input x. However, the maximum satisfying assignment o F, 
must make zi = B, if possible, for i = 1,2, . . . 9 ~(1x1). Hence, the maximum satisfying 
assignment describes an accepting computation of ’ on vi if such a computation 
exists. Consequently, the maximum satisfying assignment o F, describes the correct 
computation of M on x. We conclude 
x E A * the maximum satisfying assignment o F makes z = 1 
w max IMSA(Fx) is odd. Cl 
ctioles are not restricted 
e problems MAX SOS and TRAVELING SALESMAN fall into this category. TO 
obtain all completeness results, we make reductions from VERTEX COVER (which 
has a polynomially bounded valuation function) and MAX SAT ASG (which has a 
polynomial-time invertible valuation function). 
. (l)Fd@l,MAXSO 
(2) MAXSOS+ LInd 
(3) MAX SOSodd is 
asses are drea 
=VER-WXCOV 
) and E ={e,, . . . , e,,,}. We define 
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thenaturalnumbersa, ..., a,& ,..., b,,cl,...,c,a 
tions which are of length m+2n (i= 1,. . ., n; j= 1,. . ., m): 
Qi = Uil l l l aim00 l l -010 l . -00 
bi = 0 . . . . . 0 00...010...01 
1 if Ui in ej. 
where a0 = 
t 
(m+i)th digit 
00 and L=22...211...1 
T t “E 
jth digit mth digit (m+n)th digit 
Let min Iv&G) = r, and let C E V be a vertex cover with IC’( = r. From the num 
Oi, bi and cj we select ai if vi E C and bi if t)i IZ C. Further, we take bj if ej has 
one endpoint in C. The sum of all these numbers is L + (n - r). Consequently, 
max Is&a, ). . . 9 a,, 6, 9 . . l + b,, CI 5 . . . , cm,L+n)3L+(n--r). 
Let 
maxIsos(al ,..., a,,b, ,..., b,,cl ,..., c,,L+n)=L+(n-r), 
and let %{a, ,..., a,,b ,,..., b,,,c, ,..., cm} such that ZsESs= L+(n-r). 
Evidently, {Vi:aiES) is a vertex cover of G and I{vi:aiES}I=n-I{i:biES}I= 
n - (n - r) = r. Hence, min Ivc( G) < r. From this we conclude 
min Iv&G)= r *= max ~sos(a,, . . . , a,, !I+,. . . , b,, c,, . . . , c,,, L+n) 
=L+n-r. 
(3): We apply Theorem 5.4(3) with A = MAX SAT ASG and B = MAX SOS. 
is similar to that given in [ 111 for J-SAT s: SOS. Let H(x,, . . . , x,) be 
formula in conjunctive normal form with m clauses and three literals per clause. 
Wedefinethenaturalnumbers Q~,...,an,b~,...,b,,c~,...,cm,d~,...,d~ and L 
with the help of their 6-adic presentations which are of length m +2n + 
2(i=O,l,..., n;j=l,..., m): 
ai=Qila •a~~00~~~010~~~00+2’ where aq= 
1 if Xi is in clause j, 
t 
I 0 otherwise; 
( m+ i+ 1 )th digit 
bi=bil.. l bimO0 l . a010 . . -00 where 6, = 
1 if Xi is in clause j, 
t 
0 otherwise; 
(~ri+i+l)th digit 
cj=dj=OO...OIO...OO and L=33...311...100...0. 
? T t 
jth digit mth digit :m+n+l)th digit 
Now we can conclude 
=L+r. 
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Since L is even, we have 
max I,,,(H) is odd 
(l)ForkH, TRAVELINGSALESMAN~ and TRAVELINGSALESMAN; are 
(2) TRAVELING SALESMAN+ and TRAVELING SALESMAN: UW -complete. 
(3) TRAVELING sALEsMANodd is PNp-complete. 
f. The memberships in the corresponding classes are already stated in Table I. 
(1) and (2) (sketch): We apply Theorem 5.4(l) with A = VERTEX COVER and 
B= TRAVELING SALESMAN.T~~ proof given in [3] for 
VERTEXCOVER s% HAMILTONIANCIRCIJIT 
is modified as follows. Instead of the selector vertices in the graph G’ constructed 
from the graph G we take the vertices aI,. . . , a, which are joined with each other 
and with the cover-testing components as shown in Fig. 5. (i = 1, . . . , n; a,+1 = a,). 
Now we construct a traveling-salesman i stance T as follows: 
- the cities of T are vertices of G’; 
_ the edgea (ai, (I”~, P~,~~], 1)) have length 1; i = 1,. . . , n; 
- all other edges of G’ ha\pP length 0; 
- all connections between cities not connected by an edge of G’ have length n + 1. 
e observe: 
miltoni;pn circuit; 
o a Hamiltonian circuit of 6’ have length at most n; 
ng to a Hamiltonian circuit of G’ have length at least 
n+P; 
(T) = m. 
orem 5.4(3) with A = MAX SAT ASG and B =t TRAVELING 
SALESMAN.TheprOOf en in [ 111 for ~-SAT s$, HAMILTONIAN PATH (fordigraphs) 
Ilows. For a given Boolean formula H(y,, . . . , y”) in conjunctive 
Fig. 5. 
ai+l 
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Fig. 6. 
normal form with three literals per clause, we construct an undirected graph G 
rather than a digraph where 
- Vn+l is identified with v,; 
- the “three-lane carriageways” made for digraphs are replaced by the subgraph 
shown in Fig. 6 which works in the same way for undirected graphs. 
Consequently, 
HE ~-SAT e G has a Hamiltonian circuit. 
From G we construct a traveling-salesman i stance T as follows: 
- the cities of T are the vertices of G; 
- the edge from Vi to the first vertex of the ‘yi-path’ has length 2” -Z?-‘, i = 1,. . . , n; 
- the edge from Vi to the first vertex of the ‘yi-path’ has length 2”, i = 1, . . . , n; 
- all other edges of G have length 0; 
- all connections between cities not connected by an edge of G have length n2”? 
We observe: 
- tours of T corresponding to a Hamiltonian circuit of G have length at most n2”; 
- tours of T not corresponding to a Hamiltonian circuit of G have length at least 
n+l, 
n2 9 
- max I,,,(H) = m *min ITS(T) = n2” - m. 
W.l.o.g., we assume n 2 1 and obtain 
max bls*w) is odd f) min -IT!;( T) is odd, Cl 
Note that Theorem 8.2(3) is close to a result in [12] saying that the problem of 
whether a given traveling-salesman i stance has only one optimal solution is com- 
plete in PNp. In [6] it has been noted that a minor modification of the proof of this 
result would yield the following result: the problem of whether the optimal tour 
length of a given traveling-salesman i stance is divisible by a given k E N is complete 
in NP. Our result replaces k by the fixed number 2. 
. ~Qnclus~ons 
Our results on the complexity of the pro 
ten specific problems A are summarized i 
Thus we have found natural problems 
(kal) of the -hierarchy. To 
+ and A,dd for the 
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Table 2. 
1st category 2nd category 3rd category 
Ak (kal) complete in CyF complete in coNP complete in CyJ,p 
Ai (b 1) complete in C,“,’ complete in CFE complete in CFE 
A+ complete in P&’ complete in coNP complete in efp 
A: complete in flfp complete in pbNp complete in Prfp 
A odd complete in erp complete in pNp complete in pNp 
____________________------ ____________________~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Examples of A CLIQUE MAX SAT ASG TRAVELING SALESMAN 
iNDEPENDENT SET MAX SOS 
VERTEX COVER 
COLOR 
MAX j-SAT 
SIMPLE DI CIRCUIT 
SIMPLE CIRCUIT 
Properties 
of PA 
polynomially 
bounded 
polynomial-time 
invertible 
zleither of them 
other classes of the Boolean NP-hierarchy, we can modify the problems Ai as 
follows: 
AZ= (w,aI ,..., u& ,..., b,J:wEZ*,a, ,..., ak,bl ,..., b&+Jand 
Ai= ( W,&,=**,ak-l, I, b 
. ,bk_,):WE~*,aI ,..., Uk,b ,,..., bk+ENand 
. l -9 bk):WEz*,& ,..., 4k+bl ,..., bkENand 
opt IA(W) E kc bi, bil u 10, bkl u [ak, O”) 3 
i-4 
opt I:(W) E “u’ bi, bil U bk, 00) 9 
is 1 
Opt IA(W)E ‘z [Ui, bi]U[O, bk] . 
i=l 
one can prove for all our ten problems In the same way as in Sections 6, 7 and 8, 
A that Ai is yr-complete, that Ai is 
maximum (minimum) problems A and that 
for maximum (minimum) problems A. 
T-2 resu in Table 2 show t 
w-jump of w.r.t. the Boolean 
[16] that PSPACE is a natural o- 
owever, in [7,8] it is shown that, in the case of the 
be considered as a natural 
an analogue to the result in 
polynomial-time hierarchy. 
is not uniquely deter . Using other camp 
as the o-jump of 
heavily depends on the succinctness of 
the presentation of the oolean conditions in the complete sets for 
k2 1. 
More complicated questions about maxima and minima 79 
From a wide variety of ‘more complicated’ questions about maxima and minima 
we have chosen only five. It would be interesting to study other such questions 
which possibly give rise to other types of results than the ones obtained in this 
paper. We have additionally investigated the question “opt IA( w,) = opt IA( w,)?” 
where we obtained the same results as for “opt I’(w) is odd?“. 
Questions about opt IA(w) are special cases of questions about IA(w). The com- 
plexity of proYems based on questions like “x E IA(w)?“, “&( w,) # J”( We)?“, 
‘(I*( w,) c_ IA( w’;) ?,,, 6c IA( w,) # IA( wz)?” and “card IA(w) 3 m?” have been investi- 
gated for problems A with rot polynomially-bounded valuation functions in [ 15,191 
where it has been shown that, in many cases, such questions lead to problems which 
are complete in suitable classes of the polynomial-time hierarchy or of the counting 
polynomial-time hierarchy (for the latter see [ 193). It is obvious that, for problems 
A with polynomially bounded valuation function, the above-mentioned questions 
lead to problems in PNp. 
PI 
PI 
[31 
[41 
PI 
WI 
PI 
PI 
[91 
WI 
Cl11 
WI 
D31 
[14-j 
WI 
I161 
WI 
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